Giant Sequoia – standing over 35 feet tall, this sentry tree has kept watch over our entrance since 2009. Variety is “Hazel Smith,” a cold hardy specimen with a blue cast to its needles.

Butterfly House – the first and only Butterfly House in northern Colorado. Experience hundreds of flying North American butterflies, presented in partnership with Butterfly Pavilion. Make sure to view the living wall and chrysalis window.

Rock Garden – home to a specialty collection of sub alpine plants, dwarf conifers, and unique bulbs set among locally-quarried rock.

Undaunted Garden – home to the largest collection of cold hardy cactus in the United States. Designed, built, and maintained by landscape designer and author, Lauren Springer.

Foothills & Prairie Gardens – discover two large gardens side by side; featuring the beauty, form and function of native plants.

Garden of Eatin’ – explore the three-quarter acre edible garden, kitchen, raised beds, and herb and potager areas. All produce grown is donated to the local food bank.

Children’s Garden – time to explore and play! S suited for kids and families with a giant watering can and interactive features.

Xeric Strip – located along Botanical Way, a hot, busy street adjacent to The Gardens. Witness a spectacular xeric display despite intense conditions.